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(R1) 13:30 KEMPTON, 2m 

Matchbook Betting Exchange Novices' Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 32F412 DISTINGO (IRE) 30 D BF 
b g Smart Strike - Distinctive Look

5 11 - 6v Joshua Moore
G L Moore

129

Jockey Colours: Pink and royal blue diabolo, halved sleeves, pink and royal blue quartered cap
Timeform says: French recruit who made a winning start in Britain in Plumpton maiden (2m,
heavy) in January but beaten at short odds at Fontwell since and may prove vulnerable under
penalty again.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

2 7751 THE PREMIER CELTIC 19 D 
b g Black Sam Bellamy - Maria Antonia

5 11 - 6 James Best
P Phelan

117

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and yellow diamonds, black cap
Timeform says: Improved a chunk with each start over hurdles, seeing off 9 rivals in
Plumpton maiden (good to soft) 19 days ago. Penalty demands more but he's likely capable
of better.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

3 2-P GEORGE GENTLY (FR) 20 BF 
b g Gentlewave - Sindibad

5 11 - 0 P J Brennan
D Skelton

-

Jockey Colours: Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful form when second of 10 in juvenile hurdle at Enghien in
autumn 2016 but off 17 months prior to weakening quickly on stable debut 3 weeks ago. Can
only watch after that.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

4 138-244 GOING GOLD (IRE) 50 
b g Gold Well - Wednesday Girl

6 11 - 0 Jonathan Burke
Richard Hobson

-

Jockey Colours: Beige, grey epaulets
Timeform says: Placed twice in bumpers but failed to build on hurdle debut fourth when
beaten 34 lengths into the same position at Doncaster in January. Others preferred. 
(Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

5 541 GRAPEVINE (IRE) 12 D 
b g Lilbourne Lad - High Vintage

5 11 - 0 Nico de Boinville
N J Henderson

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, white star
Timeform says: Useful at best on Flat for Charlie Hills. No better than fair form in a couple of
runs over hurdles but that Flat ability provides hope for better and he won a jumpers' bumper
here 12 days ago.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

6 5 LORD DUVEEN (IRE) 144 
br g Doyen - Afdala

5 11 - 0 R Johnson
P J Hobbs

-

Jockey Colours: Red, black star, striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star
Timeform says: Closely related to connections' useful hurdler/smart chaser Balthazar King.
Encouraging start when fifth in a warm race at Exeter in the autumn and has the potential to
leave that form well behind.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

7 16/ MERE IRONMONGER 700 CD BF 
ch g Galileo - Kindling

6 11 - 0 R P McLernon
B G Powell

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, red hoop, red and yellow diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap, red diamond
Timeform says: Ran to a high figure when off the mark in a big-field Kempton bumper in
March 2016. Not seen since a lesser run the following month, but bred to do well over jumps
as a half-brother to smart Bayan.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 
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8 F-12 SAO (FR) 28 D BF 
b g Great Pretender - Miss Country

4 10 - 13h Harry Cobden
P F Nicholls

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, pink hoops, armlets and cap
Timeform says: Half-brother to yard's very smart chaser Frodon. Winner over hurdles in
France in May. Pulled too hard when beaten at short odds on British debut and capable of
better if settling down.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

9 7 STYLISH DANCER 10 
b f Nathaniel - Hazy Dancer

4 10 - 0 Bridget Andrews (3)
D Skelton

-

Jockey Colours: Dark green, white seams, white sleeves, dark green armlets, orange cap
Timeform says: Fair maiden on Flat at up to 2m for Luca Cumani. 9/1, never on terms on
recent Catterick hurdle bow and looks more one for the longer term.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: It's taken a bit of time to get LORD DUVEEN back to the track after his debut
fifth in the autumn but there was lots to like about that effort behind a few useful types and he can
strike at the second time of asking. Sao was too headstrong on his British debut but is a possible big
threat if that knocks the freshness out of him, while Grapevine's Flat ability suggests he's capable of
better.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: LORD DUVEEN (6) 
2: SAO (8) 
3: GRAPEVINE (5)


